GUNTER LUMER
than are the L/ cases, but for the situation treated here, the end result is essentially the same.
The ideas of the proof are closely related ot those used by the author to develop a unified approach to results of Banach [I] , Stone [9] and Kadison [2] on isometries of L^ C(X) and C* algebras. Although the systematic use of semi-innerproducts and hermitian operators [5] plays a central role, the paper is essentially self-contained.
Semi-inner-products.
The concept of a semi-inner-product was introduced in [5] . However we shall need here very little of the general theory, and proceed thus to state explicitly all the facts we shall actually use. A vector space E (which we shall consider complex unless mentioned otherwise) will be called a semiinner-product space if to each pair a;, ye E there corresponds a complex number denoted by [x,y] , and the following holds : actually defines a norm'; on E. Conversely, given a normed vector space E, it always admits a semi-inner-product, such that [^, x] = \\x\\ 2 . There are however in general infinitely many semi-innerproducts compatible with the same norm. Given an operator H on a semi-inner-product space E, we call it bounded if it is bounded with respect to the norm ( [Xyx]) 112 . An operator H on E will be called hermitian, if [Ho;,^] is real valued for every x in the domain of H (in particular if H is hounded, for every XQ E).
In [5.3 itwa3 shown that if H is a bounded hermitian operator on the semi-inner-product space E, then H is a (bounded of course) hermitian operator on any semi-inner-product space obtained by providing E with another semi-inner-product inducing s the same norm. We fixiidl.this section with a simple but useful lemma, going back, with different notation to McShane [7] , and whose existence in the literature was called to our attention recently by C. A. From now on, (Q, A, [x) will denote a measure space, A being the (T-ring of « measurable » subsets of Q, UL being countably additive, complete, and (7-finite. Let F denote the set of all measurable complex valued functions on Q.
From here on, and until further notice, E will denote the Banach function space (whose elements are functions in F) with unit sphere given by S = ^jfe F f 'f^(\f\) <. 1^ where the integral is taken with respect to the measure pi, pi(Q) << oo.
Here ^{t) is a non negative real valued convex function of the real variable t ^ 0. It shall be understood also that $ 7.
is everywhere finite (i. e. does not ((jump to + °° )) )-It is well known that in these conditions S is in fact the unit sphere of a Banach space [6] .
Since the function $ is convex, it possesses a derivative except at most for a countable set of values of t which we shall denote by A. We shall say that a function /*<= F « avoids A » if the pi-measure of the set ixe Q: \f(x)\ e A? is 0. 
n the other hand since $(() == j f{s)ds, where <p is non negative, monotone increasing with discontinuities on the set A, it follows that ydgDo^^'f^^-^igD^^dgi + w
Vile i~ "/ll/ and also since g avoids A, we have that y(|gj + S^) -> 9(|g|) almost everywhere as t -> 0. But we have (identically in ():
and dividing first by ( > 0, and then by t < 0, and passing to the limit we obtain:
a£ f=o-J^ JQ [^-c^^,,,.
PROOF.
-If E has an absolutely continous norm, then for fe E, there is a sequence /" e L°° such that fn->f in the E-norm [6] . Since ^>/, (4) It follows that the conditions for a semi-inner-product are satisfied.
To complete the proof we shall show how g^, g'n are obtained. Consider the sequence of sets Q^ c Q such that |g(Q^)|eA, |g| being constant on such Q^. If y^ is the characteristic function of 0^, then it is easy to find numbers £^, such that if g + W.m on Qĝ n= 'g on Q-U 0 -i and similarly for g'^ then all above conditions are satisfied (here of course the fact that A is countable plays a role).
Hermitian operators.
The task being eventually to determine the bounded hermitian operators on various classes of Orlicz spaces, we derive some general properties, assuming absolutely continuous norm. PROOF. -We shall prove the hermiticity of H/» directly since our formula for the semi-inner-products is not proved for all /*, g e E. We shall construct a special semi-innerproduct in the following way: given fe E, /*== ufr where |u| = 1, f^ is real valued. Using the real Banach space Eĝ enerated by the real valued functions in E, we obtain a functional /? such that (/•,, /;) = ||/',||2, |[^[| = ||^||. We extend /•? to E by setting /'*(gi + ^2) = ^(^i) + ^(ga) where gi, gg are real and imaginary components of g e E (and since |gi| ^ |g| implies \\g^ ^ ||g||, g^, ga^E). Then
Next define f e E*, by setting f{g) = f^u^g), where u is the fixed function defined above. Then we have
There is thus a semi-inner-product such that
The rest is easily shown.
The following lemma will be needed later on.
LEMMA 8. -Let Qo be any measurable subset of Q, and P the projection of E on the subspace Eo of functions in E vanishing outside Qo? ^en PH == PHP is a hermitian operator on Eo.
PROOF. -Cleary ||P[| == 1; and for any /*e Eo, I the identity operator^ real, ||(I + itPHP)f\\=\\P{l+itH)Pf\\^(l+o{t))\\f\\ since H is hermitian; (see [5] , p. 39); !and it then follows easily that ||I + i(PHP|| == 1 + o{t), which proves PHP is hermitian.
Hermitians and isometries
when the measure space is non-atomic. PROOF. -Let Q' be any measurable subset of Q, and y' its characteristic function. Suppose now that H%/ is not identically zero (almost everywhere) on Q -Q', then there exists a measurable set (of positive measure) Q" on whicĥ Hy/^O, and Q" c Q-Q'. Let y/' be the characteristic function of O", and a any real non-negative number.
We have from Lemma 5 ( 4 ): but since the measure space is non atomic we may without changing the situation replace Q" by subsets of arbitrary small measure so that (9 may be supposed continuous from the left) we reach a contradiction, or elsê^(
From this it would follow <&(() = Ct 2 and E = L^Q, A, (Ji). Now if we exclude E == L 2 , we conclude Hy/ == 0 on Q -Q'. Next suppose f is a step function, and Q' is the « support of one step of /*)), then by the previous argument, since, the support of /-/•(Q')! is in Q-Q', H(/-/'(Q')l)=OonQ', so that on £2', H/*== (Hl)/*^'), where 1 denotes of course the constant function 1. We conclude by linearity H/*== hf, where h == HI. The step functions are dense, and the proof is complete. VhV^f^hf, /*eE.
From above relation follows also at once that the correspondence « " » is multiplicative as well as linear, and one-one onto (in the real L°°). In particular « A », when applied to h = y/ where /' is the characteristic function of a generic measurable set Q' e A, gives yj = y/ 2 . y/ is the characteristic function of a set 0" which we shall denote T^Q' (notice that in general \\h\\^ = ||H,|| == IIUH.U-1 !! = ||A||J. It is immediate that T~1 is a set isomorphism, and we have Uy;g=:y;Ug, geE so that if g vanishes on Q', then Ug vanishes on T-^Q', from this it follows, as done at the end of Theorem 9, that for any step function/*, (U/^TT 1 ) == (U1)(T-1 . )/•(.), hence if Ul == u WK.^O/Tr.) for all step functions; but these are dense in the present situation, [6] . We shall now connect the previous results with the usual Orlicz space definitions (and notations) in the literature. Here we follow [6] , (compare also [8] , [10] Chapter 4, and [3] ).
Reflexivity assumed, the question reduces in terminology of [61 to the isometries of L^ and L^>. Theorem 10 applies directly to L^ (with the same assumptions on the measure
